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Do you have any idea how important it is to connect your sentences in annotations to convey complete 
meanings? It is obvious and everyone knows that sentence structuring is the most important concern that a 
writer should cater while writing. Why is it important? Is another question but to answer that; it is important 
because the sentence fragments change the complete meanings of the sentences. So, it has to be taken 
care off before you attempt writing annotations. 

First of all, you have to understand the importance of annotations. This writing is important because it gives 
the researchers complete understanding of the research paper. In the case of excessive fragments, the 
sentences will break down which will lead to downgrading the quality of your paper. Annotations are of 
extreme importance in the academic conventions and to attempt them without fragmentation must be your 
priority. It will not only benefit the researcher, but also it will raise your standards as a writer and your 

accreditation will also go up by the miles as compared to your peers. Below is the guide to avoid sentence 
fragment errors in your annotated bibliography; 

•         Unnecessary use of semicolons: First of all, it is quintessential to know that the semi-colons 
are used for a designated purpose. Each grammatical symbol has its defined use and principle. You 
have to understand the reason for the use of semicolons. It separates two independent clauses but 
keeps binding the sentence. So, if you are recklessly fragmenting the sentence with excessive use 
of semicolon, and separating dependent clauses from the independent one; it will change the 
meaning of your annotation. 

•         Hire someone: if you are unsure that you cannot write something on your own and you require 
services of a writer. You can surf the internet like your usual routine and this time just type write 
my essay on google, search it. You will get the best services possible. 

•         Do not be over-efficient: One mistake that writers make while writing annotations is that they 
get over-confident. This habit has never benefited anyone in their lives. You have to be humble in 
your approach and try to use grammatical symbols where necessary. If you recklessly put symbols; 
it will change the sense and destroy the essence of the annotation completely. 
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•         Seek guidance: On the internet, you can find a essay writing service who can write an essay 
for you. So, develop a learner’s attitude in you and that will ensure positive progress. 

•         Comma splice: Excessive use of commas in a sentence is called a comma splice error. If you 
are using the commas unnecessarily it will keep breaking your sentence. Multiple commas in a 
sentence means that it connects the later part of the sentence with the first part. If you are 

relentlessly using commas it will break your sentence and will disengage the reader with your 
writing. 

Each one of you dreams of achieving maximum academic excellence in your career. In any phase of your 
life, if you feel that you do not have any time or that you lack skills. You have to seek guidance from an 

expert essay writer.  It is only possible, if you have the positivity or a learner and enthusiast. It will ensure 
that your writing will meet the standards of the academic conventions and in the end of course, the good 
grades. Life is not the same for all; some people learn easily and some require extra effort. So, take your 
time accordingly and look for help. 
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